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This collection of thirty-three mostly free-verse poems explores the liminal, or threshold, 
modes of being encountered by bodies, especially in conjunction with other bodies, with 
places, and with the spirit or the divine.  The sections of the manuscript progress from 
exploring the interstices and large gaps between women and girls, mothers and daughters, 
to the merging and colliding of lovers, friends, even rapists, to place and its ability to root 
the body to shadows of the past and present, to the merging of the divine with the human.  
As a collection, each section seeks to explore the body as a process in relation to and 
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 This collection seeks to explore the body as a process, a liminal space between 
earth, other bodies, and spirit or divine.    The focus of this collection, liminal bodies, 
was born out of two fairly recent acquaintances:  my acquaintance with the work of 
the Greek lyric poets and of Anne Carson, and my reading of Sarah Gleeson-White’s 
“Strange Bodies:  Gender and Identity in the Novels of Carson McCullers.”  Although 
Gleeson-White’s article is specific to the works of McCullers, particularly to the 
character of Anacleto in Reflections in a Golden Eye, she sites the human body as a 
place of becoming, particularly in terms of gender and the gender continuum.  The 
body, in conjunction with the spirit or essence, is not stagnant or fixed, but changing 
with each experience.  It seems easy to connect this with the Greek lyric poets, as 
well as poets like Anne Carson or Ruth Stone, poets who use language and mundane 
matter, whether it be body or thing, as conduits to transcendence and the divine, or at 
the very least, conduits to otherness, to self outside of self.  For these poets, the body 
is the site for the dynamic to meet the ordinary, for the ordinary to become dynamic 
in its ordinariness.  I seek to find that moment of transcendence in this collection, 
within each poem, and within the overarching theme. 
 The poems are free-verse, with the exception of one sonnet (“Containment”), and 
Robert Hass notes in his article, “Listening and Making,” that the “free-verse poem 
[begins] with an assumption of openness or chaos in which an order must be 
discovered.”  It is my intention that order be found in the process of exploring the 
liminal body, the process of recognizing the ordinariness of its liminality, and the 
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process of reveling in the very possibilities for change and freedom that such a 
recognition offers.  Of course, Hass is referring to an order found through rhythmic 
recurrences, and I am indebted to the poetry of Yusef Komunyakaa for strengthening 
my own ear for rhythm.  I make attempts to establish certain rhythms in keeping with 
the context of each poem.  In “Sound Barrier in Fallujah,” I hear the rhythm of the 
poem this way: 
Mortar and anthem    2 
left us without vehicle.   3 
Without vehicle, some of us   2/2 
without arm, eye   3 
life.  Before the blast   1/2 
I listened to the rumble   2 
of engine, the aggravated   1/1 
scratch of hard rubber   3 
churning particles   2 
of sand.   1 
A “Hassian” reading of this poem might note the dominance of the two beat pattern, 
which  Hass, via Bernstein, identifies as the ‘rhythm of the body,’ while the rest of 
the poem oscillates between three beat (“‘the rhythm of the mind’”) and one beat 
phrases, which I identify as lonely or sort of protoplasmic beats, meaning, even sex or 
creation requires two beats, the one beat phrase seems to be the lone matter or the 
potential.  Further, Hass would stress the importance of how the poem ends 
rhythmically.  He purports in “Listening and Making” that “the principle is that for a 
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thing to be complete, it has to change.  And the kind of change indicates how you 
feel about that fact.”  The poem above is dominated by the two beat phrase, but the 
one beat phrase is introduced as the speaker relates back to the loneliness, the futility 
of his or her existence before the explosion.  Finally, the poem ends with one beat, 
underscoring the loneliness of war.  It ends with a beat which hasn’t reached a 
creative stage yet (physical), much less a mental one (three beat).  The rhythm works 
in tandem with the poem’s message:  the war in Iraq is a regression; it is futile.  In 
keeping with Hass’s notions about rhythm, most poems in this collection attempt to 
keep a metaphorical ear towards rhythm in conjunction with a focus on threshold 
states of being. 
 The first section of this collection, Becoming Woman, explores the interstices and 
gaps between girlhood and womanhood, mothers and daughters, sisters, friends, 
enemies.  Each of these poems focuses on women and their changing bodies and 
changing roles, as well as the change they can inflict upon each other.  For example, 
“The Bitch Takes the Dance Floor” is written from the perspective of an angry female 
speaker, angry as she watches the body of another woman who chooses to flaunt her 
sexuality, and in the complex realm of feminism, the body, and the twenty-first 
century, the speaker is perhaps a bit jealous, too.  The poem, and much of the section, 
relies on the complexity of what it means to be female, to be pretty, to be sexy. 
 The second section of the collection, The Space Between Bodies, hinges on 
physical relationships, the merging and colliding of bodies, although Pathway to 
“Synaptic Plasticity” explores the merging of minds, specifically the fact that 
relationships are capable of releasing endorphins and dopamine, of creating to new 
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pathways in the brain, and thus, this poem emphasizes the liminality of the body.  
However, most of the section coheres around physical, sexual relationships, whether 
they be forced, as in “On Being Small,” fully consensual, experimental, fulfilling, 
unfulfilling, or surreal, as in “Déjà vu.”  In each of these poems, too, the body is in 
the process of changing and merging, as in “Alchemy,” where the speaker recounts 
her first sexual experience in terms of aroma.  The speaker recognizes her own 
distinct, pre-sex scent, recognizes her heightened smell during foreplay, as well as the 
scent of her lover, and then is flooded with the smell of sex, of their two scents 
mingling.  Finally, the speaker recognizes that in this instance, her own essence is 
gone, has merged with someone else’s, and in the morning, not a whiff of the 
experience is left. 
 The third section, Where Body Meets Shadow, investigates the place where body 
literally meets shadow:  place or earth.  In terms of poetry and subject matter, this 
section is perhaps the most diverse, but the poems share a common link:  they are all, 
in some way, rooted to a place, or a space, even as they explore shadows and 
reflections and variations of selves and bodies.  “Vetiver (Oil of Tranquility):  A 
History” chronicles the historical uses of the grass, and in this poem, the human body 
is mostly implied, yet the poem is tied to the places where vetiver grows (native to 
India), as well as its process of usefulness to humans and to the environment, a 
process which parallels our human ability to adjust and transform. 
 Finally, the last section, Divine Bodies, is most inspired by the Greek lyric poets 
and their ability to shift from self to self in context of other, which transforms them 
into something akin to the divine.  These poems seek to find moments of 
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transcendence, moments where the body catches a glimpse of the divine, sees itself 
in relation to the divine, or becomes divine.  Interestingly, three of the poems, “The 
God of Fire Enters Woman,” “God Sends Lightning,” and “Contemplating the Smoke 
Detector in a Hotel Room,” have a common theme of fire, the transforming element. 
 Upon reading this collection, one might also notice that many of the poems are 
capable of crossing into other sections.  For example, “God Sends Lightning,” a poem 
about a woman, mother, and sister who has witnessed the extraordinary and who 
longs for it and fears it, could easily be placed into Becoming Woman.  I did try to 
arrange the poems in the sections where I felt they had the most possibilities for 
interpretation.  However, it was my intention that many of these poems overlap into 
other sections; it makes them liminal.   
 Perhaps this collection is in part born out of my own fear of entrapment, of the 
mundane being nothing more than the mundane.  At any rate, the poems, the language 
itself, are tools for transcending and delving into something beyond myself.  I see the 
muse not in bodily form, but as a stream, or a flood, of energy that can take on any 
form, an energy waiting to be tapped into.  Of course, the hard part is figuring out 


























































Aunt Axie Keeps Her Voice 
 
 
Great Aunt Axie hoarded 
peaches in jars,  
feed for the chickens, 
fire in the stove, 
bread in the cupboard, 
her voice in her throat. 
 
In that small town, 
boys turned to men: 
packaged in green, white,  
blue, wrapped 
like presents or bombs, 
anonymous as grains of sand, 
anonymous, all but one. 
 
When the army man came,  
she was feeding chickens,  
their feet beating up puffs  
of dry, red dust that settled 
as quickly as it rose. 
 
Nothing here rises.   
And when his voice 
stretched to her, she froze 
(the hand pinching feed), 
all kept still but the chickens: 
squawks bouncing 
off fence posts, blaring 
through the chicken wire. 
 
Her hand clamped  
the chicken feed. 
Accident. He says accident.  
 
The sound of chickens squawking, 
smell of chicken shit, 
kernels of chicken feed. 
Aunt Axie hit her knees, 
opened her mouth to speak, 







Under the porch before the storm drove pellets of rain through the wooden boards, I 
showed Dusty Thornton my pink seven year old nipples.  After, we ran to his basement 
and rummaged through his father’s army rucksack for sugar rations, longing for the 




My mother’s breasts were dried 
of milk with the help of a needle. 
I never touched them, but saw her 
in the bathtub, the pinky-brown 




I keep waiting for the change to happen: 
my breasts, larger than my mother’s were 
at my age, swelling as hers are now. 
When you’re pregnant, she says, 
they’ll change, expand, along 
with feet and ankles.  But I’ve 
seen this happen with Emily: C’s  
balloon to D’s, and then, after 
the babies have sucked at the nipple,  
the breasts are smaller than before 




Ten:  I long for curves. 
Thirteen:  Shame.  Girls budding in the locker room.  Shame for their bodies.  Shame for 
my pre-pubescent body. 
Fifteen:  He discovers me in the front seat of his car.  I discover me under his tongue. 
Seventeen:  There is no fat on my body.  Size: 0.  Breasts: barely an A.  Bikinis. Elation.  
I dream of Kate Moss. 
Nineteen:  Changes.  Thighs swell.  Dimples come at twenty. 
Twenty-one:  Hiding.  I don’t own a swimsuit.  No lingerie.  Make love with the lights 
out. 
Twenty-five:  I will not be my mother.  I will not be Kate or Wynona or Sarah Jessica.  I 




Sweet Tea and Cigarettes 
 
 
I hear the lilting drawl in my voice when my mother calls me at six o’clock, 
asks what I ate for supper, and I reply, “I haven’t.” Say that I miss her.  Say 
that I love her and the way she adds brown sugar or slow moving molasses 
 
to Luzianne Iced tea, how she slices garden-grown tomatoes and Vidalia onions, 
serves them with cornbread, mashed potatoes, and green beans, insists 
that I sit outside under the fans in the portico while she serves me a garden 
 
salad before supper, before still-warm strawberry shortcake and Folgers coffee, 
before she takes my plates to the sink and asks, “Do you need anything, 
anything else, baby?”  “Another coffee.  A magazine.”  And I loathe 
 
that I can’t peel a potato or slice an onion, that on the couch in the portico 
I am lily-white in the shade, rest atop a wicker sofa, thumb magazines, 
sip coffee, and murmur soft orders because in her presence, I am dainty, 
 
a delicate southern girl who smokes in secret, who affects 
a northern accent to suppress the drawl that oozes out   
when I talk to her.  And if I don’t talk to her for even one day,  
 
I must call, cradle myself in her soft voice because when she tells me,  
“You need to eat, baby.  If I were there, I’d make supper for you.”   
























I imagine that night will come 
slowly slowly slowly 
as the gray tabby who paws 
his way onto my back porch 
to lick at the midnight milk 
I’ve left in the blue saucer. 
I imagine over and over 
that night, divide it 
into segments like an orange, 
pull at the pulp  
with my mind’s teeth  
until I’ve sucked it clean 
so that even the blood 
is gone, and in its place: 
you, round and milky, 
a luminous pearl   
with balled fists  
that shake at the push 
and the stretch  
and the cold  
and the absence 
of womb.  
 
The doctors stretch  
a soft beanie 
over your head.  
And in the bed,   
I open my palms  
and stretch my arms  
to you. 
 
Dear One, that night  
comes achingly slow 
as I imagine you  
soft soft soft 











The curtain drops; 
blinds are bark. 
This woman is a caterpillar. 
 
Above D.C., this flat 
hangs; faucet spits 
at sink; milk curdles 
behind tomatoes. 
 
Cliché:  The bed is 
a cocoon; the womb, 
the ovaries, a butterfly. 
 
This caterpillar was a balloon. 
This skin split into silk.  A while, 
all was still but the eyes. 
 
Above D.C., this flat 
hangs; caterpillar spits 
behind bark, woman drops 


























In the lamplight, 
she whispers Harder. 
It is the sound  
of mattress springs 
the cold of soiled sheets. 
 
It is the echo in the empty 
flat, and it seeps 
into the empty cupboards 
and pours from the bed, 
slips under the bedroom door, 
and hangs like a ghost. 
 
But in the morning, 





























The Bitch Takes the Dance Floor in London 
 
 
Her tongue is 
forked at the hinge  
 and flaps 
about that great blonde-haired blue-eyed I 
I, I,  
I, whose middle bulges out of spandex pants, 
jello-shakes 
 on the dance floor. 
 
She is 
the Great Gyrator, 
Goddess of Hump, 
 Eyelid Batter, 
  Bee-stung Lip Pouter 
spilling 
masochism with every tooth-tongue click, 
every thrust of hip. 
 
She cuts heads clean 
with tongue-axe 
 and spits blood 
and spits blood 
into air. 
 
Please do not 
speak 
 I think 
    to myself to her 
I think Don’t Speak but forever 
hold your pieces 
     of violence 
  down 











Life After Sex 
 
 
Herotima, you public, public road. 
 Anacreon, l. 346, f.1(b) 
 
After she has been known: 
 What? 
There is only to know 
 and be known again, 
to know and be known 
 by knowing men 
who whisper secret seductions, 
tender praises, who ravage and romp 














































































Two Weeks for Tuesday   
 
 
The tulips know about Tuesday. 
From buttery bellies their black pistils 
stretch to the O of each open-mouthed 
cup that rounds and clasps  (as if there  
were a pearl to be made) until the sun  
slides over brown rooftops to burn  
as they unbuckle—flushing red,  
swelling with spring. 
 
They know about Tuesday and me 
dancing in the orange clay beside  
her momma’s trailer (pungent smell  
of pot seeping through rusty seams)  
and falling into a grassy patch  
to weave our plucked flowers  
into crowns that make us queens until  
Tuesday—barely seven—looks  
at me and Her honey iris-flecks suck  
the sun. Her solemn face contorts  
and breaks, a tiny giggle rising 
from her guts and exploding—  
 
Bloom! And be beauty, Tuesday. 
Stretch your sun-stung lips until  
your cheeks round. Cup and clasp  
ringed fingers until your heart beats  
quick with the sound of my bare  
feet smacking the orange clay  
that lay under your momma’s trailer  
nine years later, when the end of April 
came and coaxed the grass into growing 
and the mouths of the tulips into  
opening, when I coaxed you out  
of steel-lined walls to lie down  
in the clay, next to the patch of tulips  
we planted in a bed of black soil 
(next to the tulips), next to the white 
of my body, your bronze body 
lay moist in the sun, your head 




Close your eyes, Tuesday. 
Forget that all was limp 












































On Being Small 
 
 
Because the bedroom door is shut, the lights are out and the wood-paneled walls are 
 barely visible, 
because we are hiding from Chris, who lives two blocks away and is fat and clumsy 
 with post-adolescence, 
and because I have swallowed three lukewarm Natural Lights and a screwdriver, 
 he closes in. 
His calloused hand deftly reaches for mine, and because he prepared for me 
 well-done filet, 
offered up to me two small, foiled baked potatoes, presented me with a pack of   
 Marlboro Lights, 
I squeeze his hand and open my mouth to his open mouth.  This is polite.  After all that 
 trouble.  This is 
expected.  Then, when his mouth swallows my tongue unapologetically (quickly), totally, 
 mercilessly, 
while his fingers speed from my hands to shoulders, to buttons over my chest so quickly, 
 I am aghast 
that suddenly my shirt is open.  In here I am silly, gawky, almost sixteen, and I think, 
 I did lead him on 
as he jerks my Abercrombie jeans down, over my ankles, over my shoes, while I am  
 jostled like a doll, 
wide-eyed, lifeless.  In one movement I am backed into the water bed, shoved into 
 submission, poked 
and prodded.  Smacked.  And then, finally, I say Stop.  Please, stop.  So that 
 when I plead 
he simply says Shhh as if he were gentle.  Stop.  And his big hands circle my waist, 
 his penis stays 
hard inside as he rolls me over, on top of him—me on top of him—and pushes and pulls  
 my body so 
I am pounding him pounding me, so I jiggle and jerk, shake and struggle to roll off. 
 (On top,) 
I plead with him, again, Please until finally Shut Up!  Shut the Hell Up!  And then  
 he is done 
with me, rolls me off of him.  Quickly, I grab at the Abercrombie jeans, the torn  
 blouse, the slip-on 
shoes.  What’s your rush?  He seems serious, as if all were normal, so even I think, 
 Maybe it is normal 
before I rush from the wood-paneled room, down the hall and to the patio, where  
 boys upon boys 
wait, sipping beer, talking.  Later, when Josh drives me home, I tell him about the 
 bedroom and my jeans, 
about the pounding.  His face reddens, his fists beat the wheel of the green Camaro, 
 and then, 
 19
hours later when we sit so small on my front porch, he turns to me, with his big, brown 
 cow eyes, 
says, He didn’t mean anything by it, that’s just Michael.  I barely breathe, shut my eyes, 











































Pathway to Synaptic Plasticity 
 For Miya Grey Abbott 
 
Smell of rotting broccoli you can’t find crowds your powder blue living room.  I study 
 the plastic finger mold that curls from your wall, beckons my jacket.  Right now 
your words are endorphins.  They bounce from synapse to synapse and flood my  
 tributaries. 
 
Tomorrow I will wake on your blue floral couch, fold it up quietly, shuffle to my  
 toothbrush in your medicine cabinet, slip out the front door.  You will find  the 
broccoli decaying in your microwave. Later we’ll throw back our heads and howl until  
 my tears drive mascara from lashes to brow bone to cheek, until you reach out, 
wipe my eyes clean. 
 
In your blue room I quiver for the downpour of dopamine.  Rush into me with the water



































You brought me artisinal chocolate from 
 Fritz Knipshildt, New York, New York, 
and I confess that when blackcurrant ganache 
and cardamom slide around my tongue, 
 my vagina clenches  
(Doc Kegel would be proud), and it does not 
matter that I expect it every time. 







































Under the stars, we were three parts: 
my body, his body, and a cone 
of smoldering incense, patchouli 
and its slow curl of smoke, a snake 
that slithered into the poplars. 
I laid atop damp grass and waited 
under his body, respiring, I waited to 
bloom, inhaled his exhalations, 
waited & sailed up with smoke.   
a heady fragrance, I think I hung 
from the poplars, coiled around his  
body, sucked his essence in and split 
into particles of scent, perfume shoving 
out of each pore, nectar spilling on to  
blades, evaporating into samaras. 
How quickly that new aroma gathered 
patchouli, gathered him, and then 
distilled them so I was left 
suffused in musk, salt. 
 
How do I summarize that morning, 
waking to find nothing lingered, 
























Some nights we light 
an amber scented candle,  
eat plates of angel hair  
and bertolli sauce 
with our hands, drink  
glasses of cheap wine 
atop a worn wicker 
coffee table, let the blue 
light of the tele swim 
across our bodies 
until the candle burns 
down, the wine is gone, 
and the play of shadows 
across our skins seduces 
us. We come together 
 
and lie thighs to thighs, 
hands to waists, breasts 
to breasts so that 
in the darkness, one 
could not tell where 
where he ends and I  





















One Night Stand in Paris 
 
 
In Paris, we keep 
night hours.  Toes 
curl and flex.  Middles 
burn.  Our sheets churn 
until even the concierge 
has slipped from 
the wallpapered 
lobby.   
 
After, balcony doors  
swing open, our soles  
push ice, our nipples stand 
pea-hard, our Gitanes 
smolder, our mouths 
push streams of smoke 
that suspend in cold air 
like globes.  See 
how two globes make 
one earth-vapor, one 
smoke-phantom that 
floats down the red 
walls of Hotel Claude 
Bernard St. Germain, 
hovers above the black 
slush in rue des Ecoles 
and begins to fray— 
a ribbon slides a ragged edge 
to the College de France, 
two curled fingers unfurl, 
stretch to St. Michel,  
to St. Germain.   
 
See how 
our breath breaks into 
slivers, slides into street 
lanterns, shoves against 
windows, pushes at ice, 
shimmies in air, stretches 








Last night, Sigmund Freud 
usurped my prayers, smudged 
desire into an inkblot of 
object-displacement.  I 
almost shaped it into  
being, the form of  
something familiar. 
 
I awaken to find you framed 
between doorjambs, the yellow 
of your shirt eclipses the yellow 
of your skin.  You might 
evaporate, churn into butter, 
disperse into particles of light. 
Instead, you move toward me, 
into the heavy darkness  
of the bedroom. 
 







































































Following a Spider 
 
 
What’s to entering a room? 
A spider scurries  
across a wooden floor with all eyes  
 
glaring—the TV Guides in a heap  
on the ottoman,  
the bovine woman limp on the couch.  
 
I keep my eyes at our feet, where we meet 
 bare rugs and hard floors. 
We keep our bodies close to earth. 
 
And we scurry, just the same. 
We avoid her eyes,  
the spider and I—quickly slink  
 
from view, between romance novels, 
past cigarette cartons.   
We search in dark corners (spider and I).   
 
We wait in dark corners for her red lipstick  
line to erupt, 
for the flying object, smell of burning. 
 
We wait in corners for her painted 






















Further north, it snows. 
We have slumped from the valley 
over hills through black slush, 
spinning our old tires slow 
so that when we stop,  
the gray hulk of car 
settles without a tick 
in the parking lot. 
 
Above my balcony,  
a stranger reclines.  We pass 
under, do not speak 
about the weather, the rent 
increase, the trash bags piled 
outside number twenty-six. 
 
We don’t utter a whisper  
in Montgomery:  The New South,   
where chain stores and sidewalks sprawl 
eastward, slink from the empty hulls 
that crowd intersections crumbling  
with decades of footfall.  Here 
women in BMWs inch their way 
into big brick houses tucked 
into bricked-in neighborhoods 
on the east end of town, 
past the chain stores, 




move in black and white. 
Barely move. 
 
This is home, I think. 
The black concrete spreads, 
Hushes the grass, hushes 
the crickets and the yearnings 
that swell in small chests 
before they ever spill. 
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July was stuck 
in the middle, 
not even teetering 
toward August, 




orange dust settled 
on barbed wire fences, 
river rocks, 
baked azaleas, 





On the hood, 
I was a rock, 
a dry river bed.  
 
His body thrust 




















Reflections and Shadows 
 
 
On the walk back from Percy Priest, we eat 
 banana and mayo sandwiches on wheat & bellow 
about that Debbie Downer skit from Saturday 
 Night Live.  How does her face contort into countless 
varieties of frown?  We laugh and turn our 
 lips down.  Then you whisper, Do you think 
you’ll be all right?  I picture my own body, 
 hover above it as it struggles against white sheets, 
as it sickens with the dissonance of urgent 
 breaths staccatoed by driving heart beats, as 
sense morphs into nonsense into panic  
 into a reproduction of me & then I conjure 
(Carson McCullers reflecting, her shaking  
 hands penning her own character shadow)  
Allison Langdon, her tender nipples, her 
 garden shears & how her heart finally stopped 



























Vetiver (Oil of Tranquility):  A History 
 
 
Before it blended with lavender, 
mingled with rosewood, 
it nestled in coat pockets, 
anointed brides with blessings, 
wafted from thatched roofs. 
 
Before its amber oil steamed 
and oozed from the root 
into dark glass vials, 
 
it was just a wild thing. 
A tall shaft of grass, 
a hidden rainbow of roots 
stretching long into the earth, 
clutching the soil, holding it back 
from rice paddies and roads, 
its culms saving bellies 
even before its slow and pungent 

























Twenty-First Century Mythology 
 
 
Even in the rural towns, the myth  
 is dying:  one strong 
male provider, one submissive wife. 
 And with that myth,  
the other:  there are no bruised jowls, 
 no splintered bones. 
This is uncovered:  swollen, purple 
 bruises, flecks of blood. 
But let the myth take the beating: 
 raise your fists, women, 




































We found the mother, 
dead, in the middle of 
birthing, the baby breach. 
 
In my cleats and osh koshs, 
I knelt to the ground, 
touched her firm body. 
 
Dusty brought the forceps 
from his mama’s kitchen 
and ran away when I pulled 
 
the tiny possum, a replica  
of its mother, from the dark  
blanket of fur.   
 
I held the stillborn creature  
and shivered in terror,  
in erotic abandon. 
 
On the way home, 






















Accident in October 
 
 
Sister says Get out the road, 
the roar of the engine engulfs 
him, and he pictures her raw 
thumb tip—sliced with the wood 
axe last week—mother’s  
carrot cake, coffee stains 
on grandma’s eye teeth, 
(Get out the road!) 
father’s fingers straddling 
a Marlboro.  Feet pump 
the pedals.  He jerks 
the handlebars right, 
the engine growls 
over father’s shouts. 
 
In the distance a long brown 
strap snaps, maybe a switch 
from the weeping willow.  He 
sees his own eye blacked, 
it doesn’t matter anymore  
who blacks it.  Before he 
veers left, he looks back 
& sister sees his eyes  




















Sound Barrier Breaks in Fallujah 
 
 
Mortar and anthem 
 left us without vehicle. 
Without vehicle, some of us 
 without arm, eye,  
life.  Before the blast 
 I listened to the rumble 
of  engine, the aggravated 
 scratch of hard rubber 
churning particles  



















































































Before the Word was God there was nothing, 
Mrs. Dillard, the 6th grade Sunday School teacher says. 
There was nothing, only darkness.  But darkness 
is something, I say.  There was nothing, she says. 
But nothing is some thing.  There was a void. 
Period.  And she twines her fat fingers 
and crosses her hands on her ample lap.  I 
don’t yet think, there’s a void between your ears, 
but later I do, much later, after Derrida, 
when the words are just words.  After 
I walk the 5 blocks to my dirty flat, 
which is empty.  I think, Even the gap 
is something—the space for possibility. 






























The God of Fire Enters a Woman 
 
 
You don’t quite know it’s happened 
until the taste:  metal.  Only it isn’t 
the taste, but the smell:  metallic. 
cells, platelets, iron, and your lip 
is on fire, but you bite it again 
and pretend in cold February, 
as you walk across a grocery store 
parking lot, that you are not, after all, 
a life disappearing into shopping carts, 
into computer screens and cubicles, 
into the people and cars outside Wal-Mart, 
but a god of fire and iron, 
a builder and destroyer, here 
stomping on concrete,  
surrounded by hunks of metal, 




























God Sends Lightning 
 
 
Willie Lou Baker Stewart cowered in the middle of her mattress  
when thunderstorms came, pulled my father—only a child— 
and my miniature Aunt Faye into her, galoshes on their feet,  
pots on their heads.  And she howled.  For what?  I don’t know.   
Except that she witnessed, one night in church, God come down  
in the form of a fireball, a lightning strike, a great mass of burning  
that rolled into the sanctuary, down the aisle, hissing and sparking. 
Before, out in the fields she must’ve yelped as Great Aunt Mamie  
became a conduit for the sky’s electricity, a vessel, God’s link  
to the earth, altered:  her mouth only blurted and sqwauked.   
And family learned to interpret the sputterings, to fear the energy 
that penetrated Mamie, pervaded the church and charged them 
with fire and heat and volts of electricity.   
 





























Accepting Beauty:  A Response to Anne Carson’s “On Hedonism” 
 
 
I no longer gather what falls, but fall 
into the gathering:  parts, particles, 
micro-particles, and I arrive taut 
and full-length, maybe in Paris, who 
encloses me like a crotch might 
(are these your legs?), who smells 
vaguely of ripe peaches and oils, 
who relentlessly bleaches my  
canvas, who marks me serotonin, 





































I have become a drinker. 
 Anacreon, l. 4 
 
What do they matter:  bills, lights, 
 bread, husband? 
What are they but matter when the wine 
 does its work:  flushes 
the cheeks, reddens the eyes.  What 
do the bills matter when some gregarious 
 friend leads us out 
of the pub, into Market Square, 
 leads us (furiously) 
in a Bacchanal, leads us (frantically) 
 in circles around fountains, 
leads us (frenzied) into the streets, 




























Contemplating the Smoke Detector in a Hotel Room 
 
 
Ninth grade. Geometry. 
I was asked to draw 
three dimensions, 
a cube:  the right angles 
that are a room. 
 
I hated geometry. 
 
Now, 23 and alone. 
I sketch this room: 
Ceiling is 
a square; within it: 
thirty-three squares. 
Flat.  White tiles 
the texture of Styrofoam— 
each one a torso’s  
length; each one riddled 
with black pox.  Each 
one with fraying edges 
hemmed in metal ribbons. 
 
Within perimeter, a radius: 
Two squares from the door, 
the circle of a smoke detector 
distends from the ceiling 
and hovers above the earth. 
Beige and round,  
it is a small spacecraft, 
a geometric alien: 
the red eye blinking, 
the vented O  
of siren’s mouth. 
Bulging circle of belly 
is a haven for sensors, 
delicate as olfactory nerves 
behind black nostrils. 
 
And now I say praise  
to Pythagoras.  Hooray 
for Proof 22, Proof 34. 
Hail the mighty postulate, 
that catalyst for the mounted gauge,  
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the measure of ingenuity:   
depth; diameter; circumference.   
The miracle of equation is 
black veins that pump 
Duracell juice 
to this savior  
of flesh and souls,  
a plastic Jesus 






































Faith & Nostalgia 
 
 
What is certain but 
 Death?  What 
is more scientific than expiring? 
 Allen Tate himself 
knew that it would come 
 objectively, without 
favoritism, like the southward 
creeping factories, yet  
he clung tightly 
 to the Garden, 
 to God, 
as if there were more to it 































A True Account 
 
 
Let us say I know 
where the story began. 
Let us say 
a. This account is true 
b. All accounts are true 
c. None of this is true 
 
This is the First Mythology, 
as was told to me by myself: 
 
1. Before the story has bones, it takes shape in the womb of the Mother, Earth, who 
has no beginning; She is the beginning.   
a. The story comes before the people.   
      2.   The story is neither male nor female. 
3. The Mother feeds the story with chalk-dust roots that stretch from her belly. 
4. The story swells and forms bones in the womb, but the story forms no spine.  The 
spine will be built by the people. 
5. The story is born from the Mother.  Its birth is like a blister.   
6. Do not believe this. 
 
We will begin again. 
 
1. There is no story, only a Shaper. 
2. The Shaper was ever expanding, stretching his void from sphere to sphere until 
the contractions began.  There was a great implosion, a birth of sorts, his own 
gravity was too great for him.  They call it the big bang theory, but it is a lie 
because they have forgotten the Shaper, who has not banged at all, only 
compacted, sucking rather than stretching.  They call it a black hole, but it is a lie 
because the Shaper is not a hole, but a whole. 
3. A whole is the sum of its parts. 
4. There are no longer any parts because they have all been sucked into the (w)hole. 
5. I am the whole. 
 
We have no beginning, 
only the shape of a sequence 
of events that may or may not 
exist separately: 
 
3. There is a Shaper that both implodes and explodes. 
6. I have seen the mark of the beast and it lies in the sequence. 
2.   The beast dies, lives, and is born, in that order.  
      7.   The Shaper eats the beast.  The Shaper is the beast.  The Shaper tells the story, but                
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            the story does not tell of the beast. 
5. Come little children, mark my words:  they will try to tell you that there is no  
truth.  They will tell you the story doesn’t matter.  They will say the Shaper is 
dead.       
1. I tell you that you can find his number in the phone book.  I tell you that he works     
in the liquor store at the corner of West End and 6th.  I tell you I saw him passing 
out bread to the men in Goodwill coats that stand at the end of the ramp at exit 
271 off I-65.  I tell you I saw him in one of those coats. 
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